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HIPLOOSE - BESPOKE BLESSINGS PROGRAM (BBP) 

Program Mission Statement:  The objective of Bespoke Blessings is to stimulate the art of giving where one 
specific blessing offered to another individual in need will provide the seed from which future blessings will grow.   

Context:  The word bespoke is derived from the Old English verb to bespeak, meaning to "speak for something", in 
the specialized meaning "to give order for it to be made". 

How it Works: 

Program Authorization (with each qualifying purchase) 

1. Hiploose clients purchasing any item(s) totaling a minimum sale price of $750 USD will be eligible for 
enrollment into the Bespoke Blessings Program (BBP). 

2. The client making the purchase has the option whether to "speak for" a registered BBP member and "give 
the order to make" garment(s) requested by: 

a. selecting an approved applicant from the BBP database (www.hiploose.com/home/BBP-stories),  
b. approving the "random" selection by Hiploose of a BBP applicant, or  
c. electing to not have their purchase automatically enrolled into the BBP program (note, 

"enrollment" is 100% anonymous.  

BBP Application Process 

Hiploose reserves the right to approve or disapprove any application for being a recipient of the BBP.  Hiploose will 
make every endeavor to ensure the selection process is inclusive, fair and fully supports the BBP Mission.  
Applicants are subject to verification and have a higher probability of being approved after submitting a complete 
application.  Details of the application process can be found at www.hiploose.com/home/BBP-application which 
includes the following required information: 

1. Full Name:  
2. Address: (Street, City, State and ZIP) 
3. Email: 
4. Phone: 
5. Select one of the following garment types desired (suit, blazer, coat, jeans, etc.): 
6. Personal Goals (top 2-3): 
7. Top Challenges: 
8. Completed Hiploose Measurement Form 
9. Applicant picture 

Applications and inquiries can be e-mailed to info@hiploose.com with subject line: BBP Application.   

Hiploose Program Achievements: 

Regular updates on overall BBP achievements can be found at www.hiploose.com/home/BBP-achievements 
including testimonials from willing applicants.  We encourage purchasing clients to check back from time to time 
for updates on the individuals they have personally selected.  Additionally, we invite everyone familiar with the 
program and who knows someone in need or a "potential client & giver" to participate in this wonderful 
opportunity! 
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